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AAA~AAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAA ---------------------------------~--------------- 
The attached article may be considered a continuation of my argument that 

computers are only tools -- in this case, artiste' tools. One of the minor 
points in the article that fascinates me is the way minor programming bugs (causing 
somewhat unexpected computer behavior) turned out to be an advantage for this 
use. By the way, this is also an example of the interactive use of a computer, 
which will be the dominant type of use pretty soon; that's as opposed to the 
older type, alluded to in the article, where you do all your planning (i.e. 
programming) ahead of time, dump the stuff into the computer, wait a while, and 
then get a chunk of stuff out of the computer (which you take back to your room 
for work on the next cycle). For artists, I see this as the difference between 
using the computer as a paintbrush versus merely a printing press. 

MAILING COMMENTS: 

PAULINE: I recall disliking LANGUAGES OF PAO intensely, though at this late date 
all I can remember is a feeling of great disappointment at what should have been 
a fascinating use of linguistics in SF. I think my major objection was to the 
ovasimplification -- as I recall, Vance essentially makes the language all, so 
that it becomes the complete determiner of the social structure. Not having the 
words for a concept makes it harder to get it across to someone, but people are 
adept at coining words for new concepts. Unfortuaately, to use linguistics 
realistically in a story it has to be part of fully realized societies, which 
means it's no loneer a "gimmick11 lDIS story (which LANGUAGES OF PAO was). 

DAVID: I like your definition of art as relationships, no matter what the. subject 
matter -- for one thing, it allows for art in mathematics, which deals Jdl with 
the relationships between concepts. But isn't there also an aesthetic component? 
One of the differences between 11good11 mathematics and "bad" is an elusive quality 
usually referred to as 11elegancea. In essence, an elegant proof is a thing of 
beauty -- it is usually concise, but not always~ it will often have a quality of 
I don't know, surprised obviousness? The surprise.that something is true combined 
with an 11of course, it was there all the timell feeiing? That kinll of balance 
between surprise and expectation you get in music, for instance. The proof that 
the square root of 2 is irrational is elegant, and takes up about half a page; 
it requires nothing more than a knowledge of arithmetic. The proof of the 4 
color theorem involved, l believe, a computer examination of some quarter of a 
million special cases -- it is not elegant. Obviously .. aesthetic11 is a highly 
subjective term -- but do you have art without some concept of it? (And can we 
assume that human beings have enough in conmion that we caa use the word for~ 
shared experiences?) 

ROBERT: I'm finding your China trip report fascinating -- do keep it up. The Hong 
Kong commercials you describe give me a feeling of horrified fatalism about the 
Westernization of the world., Wu Fang soap crystals, indeed. Incidentally, re 
middle class ads for lower class audience•, I think one of Vance Packard's books 
shows that people will try to raise their social status by buying (or claiming 
to buy) more prestigious products (e.g. they will tell interviewers that they 
drink a higher-priced/better quality liquor than they actually do); so you. too, 
can feel middle class by merely purchasing one small package of Uu Fang soap crystals 

the brand that schoolteachers use! 

°Canadians have no constitutional rights except to make sure that the 
proper level of government is opressing them." 

-- Jennifer K. l\ankier, ORCA 2 



A P.S. to the Hong Kong TV comments: Do you have any idea how many TV's 
there are in Hong Kong? That might be the quickest way to estimate the size of 
the middle class. 

JEANNE: Do you feel that communicating is in any way a part of art? Skirting for 
the moment the case of the unpublished Shakespeare (if a tree falls when there is 
no one to hear it, does it make a sound?), do you really feel that all connections 
are art, even when they are not even theoretically in a communicable format 

(keep away from her, she's got a communicable concept!)? 
I'm thinking thi~ out as I type, so it will be SOJnewhat incoherent - speaking 

as audience, I do agree that connections are the ezsence of art; but in addition, 
it seems to me that what an artist does is take these perceptions of connections 
and transmute them. into a form that can be communicated to others. Further, 
the form itself has aesthetic qualities -- let me amend that -- the form plus 
content, the whole communication, has aesthetic qualities or can be judged 
aesthetically. That's.where the value j1,1dgement comes in, and also where the 
skill enters. There is skill involved just in making the connection; there _are 
other, more technical skills involved in "executing them in some non-ephemeral 
substance." Does this make sense? · 

Now, consider the difference between a painting and a window. The painting 
is already a transmutation of reality -- things have been selected, connections 
have been highlighted or de-emphasized -- the painting is reality filtered through 
someone's mind/hands. The window is the pristine reality, in all its. "booming, 
buzzing confusion'' (Willia~ James). From my outlook, vaguely Taoist as it is, 
this pristine reality simply Is. It ·has no message to convey, no axes to grind, 
and you get out of it what you put into it. (I have a computer scientist friend 
who does frighteningly accurate Tarot readings which he rationalizes .as imposing 
his patterns on the carjs; he says the card symbols are rich enough to support 
an infinite variety of connections.) My reactions to it are very different from 
something which is presented to me as a human artifact.· I could not help but 
react di(ferently to the same lump of wood if told a)it was sculpted or b)it was 
a product of erosion. That's one reason why I'm disturbed by paintings that 
appear to be totally random paint droppings (I put ran4~ ~omputer art in the 
same category as works of nature -- it may be acc·identally pleasing, but there's 
no meaning.in it). · 

To the extent that one believes the world is a· conscious work of art, and 
that the Artist can be seen.through the work, I suppose there shouldn't be much 
difference between what one brings to the window vs. the painting. 

Shouldn't there be a difference between the random events you encounter on 
the street and, say, the Micro-theatre in Delany's TRITON? Or is it just that 
there ought to z be more connections produced wheri one experiences an artifact 
than when one sees raw'""iiature? Hmmm. The difference betweeri the painting and 
the window is that the painting shows a little more skill? (Mind you, it's not 
as rich in potential as _what is outside the window, where the conneetions are 
infinite, but just restricting ourselves to the visual impact of this small 
rectangle ••• ) 

On value judgements and universals -- suppose there was a non-circular 
definition of "universal". So that you could point a meter at a painting and 
say, on a scale of 1 to 10 this rates 7.36 universality. Or, let's say, 87.6% 
of all the possible North Americans can appreciate it, 67.3% of all the possible 
human beings can do so, and 36% of all live-bearing-sentient beings with similar 
color vision can learn to do so. 'Just suppose. Would this have any bearing on 
whether you thought it was ar·t? Or good art? (Suppose that your personal 
aesthetic judgement agreed with the meter.) 

I don't think the actual audience a work reaches should be relevant - only 
the potential audience, so that vagaries of geography and economics should be 
irrelevant to a judgement of quality. One must somehow pretend that tha unpublished 
Shakespeare was published, that the ballet was seen by the whole world, past, present, 
and future. Oops, out of room. See you at Norwescon. 

XA~~AAX~=x~~~~%~~:~~XaAX~~~xx~ . 
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Computer Broadens Sculptural Vocabulary 
. . 

Without Detracting From Work's Organic Characteti; 

By Marguerite Zientara 
CW Staff 

NORTHFIELD, Minn. - In an effort 
to intensively explore sculptural form 
and shape and to "expand his vocabu 
lary," an artist developed a complex 
process of computer manipulation that 
enabled him to reduce three 
dimensional sculpture to two dimen 
sions. 
"Although sculpture is three- 

dimensional, we see it as a series of 
silhouettes; the edges of shapes are al 
ways very important," according to 
Ray Jacobson, a sculptor for 20 years 
and currently the chairman of the art 
department at Carleton College here. 
"I wanted to emphasize the silhouette 

aspect by starting with the three 
dimensional form and then extend it 
into a flattened image," he explained. 

_To implement his plan, Jacobson 
created six small-scale sculptures cast 
in bronze to be analyzed by computer. 
While his sculptures can be classified 
as "vitalistic," or echoing the vital, 

growing and changing forces in na 
ture, he planned to use the apparently 
contradictory technological . tools of 
the day to dissect those factors. 
"It was an adventure on my part, as 

well as a friendly overture to the com 
puter so that I could come to a better· 
understanding of it and a closer, 
friendly position to it," he said. 
"One clear reason I wanted to use the 

computer for this piece of work was 
that, being quite aware of the impact 
of the computer on our daily lives in 
this technical culture, I wanted to try 
to utilize it as a toohather than some 
thing to be feared or suspected," he 
added. 
In beginning his project last spring, 

Jacobson first approached the DP per 
-sonnel at the college seeking two tech 
nically oriented students who might 
have the "initiative, sustained interest 
and flexibility" to work on .i student 
teacher team effort of this kind. The 
students were recruited, and Jacobson 
i;·~gan laying the groundwork for the 

actual computer interaction. 
The artist first made the six small 

bronze sculptures (approximately 4- 
. by 3.5- by 3 inches high) and had them 
photographed from several different 
angles (Figure 1). He then made sim 
plified ~ drawings from the photo 
graphs, recording the contours as well 
.as the dark and light areas of the pho 
tographs. 

Customized Grid 

With the help of the students, Jacob 
son transferred the simplified draw 
ings onto a specially made, transparent 
grid placed over the drawing, coding 
each point of the drawing according to 
its gray, black or white value. 

. The customized grid was calibrated 
in squares I/16th of an inch square, 
totaling several hundred points and re 
sulting in- an exact record of the 
drawing's configuration against the 
grid. 
Th at information was input through 

a Tektronix, Inc. 4006 printer terminal 

\ 
to the school's Digital Equipment 
Corp. PDP-11/60 minicomputer run 
ning under the RSTS/E operating sys-. 
tern. The result was 24-inch-long 
printout sheets holding the factual in 
formation about each drawing. 
Next a Carleton student wrote a "ru 

dimentary" program whereby Jacob 
son's shapes could be stretched, 
shrunk, expanded and juxtaposed on a 
CRT. The school's summer recess took 
that student away, and the work was 
continued· by another student, Andy 
Luebker, now a sophomore at Carle 
ton. 

Manipulation on CRT 

Working in Basic Plus, Luebker re 
fined the original program to allow full 
manipulation of the drawings' shapes 
on the CRT (figures 2, 3 and 4). "I 
could expand each drawing in hori 
zontal or vertical directions [at the 
CRT] just by changing the scaling of 
the screen," he explained. 
To do that, he used Middlebury 
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College's Plot 06 plotting program, 
which would allow him to plot hori 
zontally or vertically any number of 
units per inch. . .. . .. · ., · -. 
"I had to write ~y own routines for 

some things, iik:e rotations," he noted. 
"There were instances when I set out 
to do something, and the routine I 
wrote wouldn't do exactly what I had 
planned. This would give it a con 
trolled randomness that I found Ray 
liked, whereas I just thought of it as a 
software bug." 
Luebker and Jacobson sat at the CRT 

"by the hour and by the day," working 
with the images "in an ongoing way, 
responding to the images on the spot 
in a direct minute-by-minute manipu 
lation of the computer," Jacobson re 
called. He acted as the artistic director 
while Luebker handled the technical 
details. 
"We used the computer truly as a 

tool, giving enough information to get 
a very brief result, responding to that 
result and constantly changing the irn- 

Tiu acrylic on canvas (above), painted by Jacobson, incorporates as 
pects of all the computer-generated images. Jacobson considers it 

. 'two-dimensional sculpture.' Its actual size is 48- by 60 inches. In 
photo at left, the artist is shown at uiork: in his studio. 

age, guiding the computer toward usa 
ble results," Jacobson commented. "In 
that way it was like working on a can- · 
vas." 

Computer 'Very Seductive' 

According to Jacobson, his artwork 
· using the computer differs from other 
computer artwork in its flexibility ... 
"Others may input a rather complete 
program to the computer and the re 
sult comes out reflecting that program, 
whereas ours was a very flexible, in 
quiring experimental approach," he 
pointed out. 
"Very importantly," he added, "I 

didn't permit the computer to give us 
any Forms that weren't a direct reflec 
tion of the bronzes. I know the com 
puter is very· seductive· (an~ can· 
produce some very interesting imag 
ery, but for me it tends to be a 'junk· 
image' and we tried to avoid that." 
While the s tu den ts were "condi· 

tioned" to try to eliminate errors in 
programming because of their profi 
ciency in computer science, in the 
artwork the errors could work to the 
advantage of an image. "This was a 
kind of an enlightenment for the stu 
dents," the artist said. 
After producing 100 workable im 

ages reflecting the characteristics of 

the three-dimensional bronzes on a flat 
surf ace, Jacobson selected five of the 
images printed by the computer and 
had them photographicaliy enlarged to 
40- by 60 inches (Figures .3 and 4). 
These large sculptures dramatize the 

computer language itselfand the shape 
·qualities derivedFrom the small-scale 
bronzes. "I don't think there's any way 
that: I or probably anyone else would 
have come up with those images start 
ing with pen, brush and .paper," he re 
marked. · "They are totally the 
computer's.", 

Paintings Represent Composite 
From those large, two-dimensional 

"sculptures," Jacobson went a step 
further and painted five large acrylics 
on canvas, {Figure 5), which he also 
calls two-dimensional sculpture. 
The acrylic paintings are a composite 

· of .all the previous processes - bronze 
sculptures, photographs, drawings 
and computer programs. ·"Although 
the acrylic images hark back rather di 
rectly to the sculpture, they also arc 
very reflective of some of the com 
puter images (not shown here]," he 
noted. . 
In the Future. Jacobson may execute 

larger, three-dimensional sculptural 
forms working from the computer- 

generated images he has. 
The use of the computer in sculpture 

has broadened his sculptural vocabu 
lary, Jacobson said, without taking 
him in a different direction from the 
usual "organic" nature of his work. 

'Erosion Effect' 
,\ 

"There was an erosion effect going 
on." Jacobson explained. "Just as natu 
ral forces wash and shape a rock with 
water, sand or wind and give shape to 
the world around us, I was nursing 
these forms, orchestrating the shape of 
the computer images. 
"These works represent a combina 

tion of natural forces and technology." 
Jacobson thinks that the computer 

art that exists today "is only the begin 
ning of what is possible. I think per 
haps the computer will become more 
blended with the creative process and 
will be used as a traditional art tool in a 

. more flexible way than it has been pre 
viously." 
Although Jacobson intends to use the 

computer "from time to time" in his 
artwork, he has no idea what the ulti 
mate result might be. "I don't have any 
particular end or direction in mind, I 
just know it is potentially very useful 
and I'll do some further exploration 
with it," he said. 
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Figure 2 

figure 1 

Figure 1 shows one of the six untitled 
Franze sculp_tures that served as the · 

starting point of [acobson's computer- 
, assisted worlc; Figure 2 is a computer 
generated image in which the bronze is 
reduced to two dimensions. Figures 3 

and 4 are enlarged computer-generated 
two-dimensional sculptures that drama-, 

tize the small 'building modules' of a 
strong, bold image, 
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